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Research-based instructional strategies in physics promote active participation in collaborative activities as
a primary means for students to construct understanding. This emphasis is in line with situated learning theory,
in which learning is indicated by a student’s increasing centrality in a community. In both perspectives, to learn
more is to engage more centrally: to start discussions, conduct experiments, write on the board, decide when a
question has been answered, and so on. In a study of small-group collaborative learning activities in
introductory physics classrooms at three different universities, we observe that as students engage with one
another and with instructors, they are not only negotiating physics concepts, but also negotiating social
positioning. Some students are centered (and their contributions are valued), while others are marginalized (and
their contributions are neglected). The aim of this research is to become conscious of how centering and
marginalization shape the way physics is taught and learned.
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I. INTRODUCTION

knowledge, and skills of the community determines
centrality and sustains the practices of the community [4]–
[6].
SLT has been criticized by critical scholars such as
Esmonde and Booker for paying little attention to the power
relationships that are negotiated in communities of practice,
for not considering race, gender, or other social identities to
be barriers to participation, and for treating students who
remain peripheral as failing to identify as expert learners,
regardless of social identity [8]–[10]. Critical scholars have
pointed out that power relationships are key to learning in
the SLT model because access to the cultural system, and its
associated identity development, is determined by those
positioned at the center [8]–[11]. Power relationships are not
static, but negotiated [10]: power is (or is not) shared by the
expert with the novice in a legitimate negotiation of shared
identity [8], [12].
Critiques of SLT argue that full participation within a
community of practice, such as a classroom, creates
inequitable opportunities when power relationships and
member identity are negotiated inconsistently, often based
on sociocultural identity [10], [13]–[15]. For example, a
learner’s sociocultural identity may conflict with their
community of practice identity, thus preventing full
participation: e.g., a women of color may be questioned
because her body does not conform to prevalent images of
the “ordinary” white male physicist. [16]–[19]. Social
relations ascribed by the broader sociocultural context may
not value the membership of diverse others, in which case
the learning of those diverse others will be limited [12]. For
example, in a year-long ethnographic study of female
Japanese graduate students in a Canadian university,
students negotiated and constructed identity in an attempt to
gain a more central position in the academic community of
practice: the movement to a more central position required
identity formation and learning, but the students did not
always get access to necessary cultural resources [12].
Identity formation as a full participating member therefore
may not be accessible to all students regardless of the
learner’s willingness to participate. In such circumstances,
structural inequities and epistemological hierarchy are
reinforced [10], [11].
In physics, which has among the lowest representation of
women, gender-diverse people, and people of color of any
academic discipline [20], [21], theories of learning need to
address the lack of mutuality that people in underrepresented
groups experience. When students from underrepresented
groups do not move from peripheral to central positions in a
learning community, it may be because the community of
practice does not allow them to learn. Without a critical lens
to account for the situatedness of race, gender, or even
patriarchy within the power relations, physics education
research
risks
reproducing
structural
inequities.
Acculturation with no assessment of the power relationship,

Research-based instructional strategies in physics
promote active participation in collaborative activities as a
primary means for students to construct understanding [1]–
[3]. This emphasis is in line with situated learning theory
(SLT), in which learning is indicated by a student’s
increasing centrality in a community [4]–[6]. This centrality
may be physical, as when everyone in a group orients to a
specific person, or symbolic, as when everyone in a group
orients to an idea that is considered to be at the heart of some
matter of consequence. People in a central position have
access to full participation in the activity; in a small-group
collaborative physics activity, for example, they start
discussions, conduct experiments, write on the board, or
decide when a question has been answered. Others, whose
position is more peripheral, may be physically located on the
margins of the activity or may participate less fully in it. In
addition to indicating learning, movement from periphery to
center is also associated with identity development: as
participants move toward full participation in a physics
activity, they increasingly identify as physics students.
Overall, this model contrasts with others in which learning
is seen as an individual cognitive achievement and
knowledge is a psychological or volitional reality of an
individual.
In a study of small-group collaborative learning activities
in introductory physics classrooms at four different
universities, we observe that discussions of physics content
are also negotiations of social position, and may not reflect
the learning of physics concepts in a cognitive sense [7].
Some students are centered (and their contributions are
valued), while others are marginalized (and their
contributions are neglected). The aim of this research is to
become conscious of how centering and marginalization
shape the way physics is taught and learned. Our
contribution is to add critical consciousness to the SLT
perspective, in a physics learning context.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Situated learning theory is a framework that defines
learning in terms of the practices of a community [4]–[6]. In
this framework, learners move from legitimate peripheral
participation into more central positions as they are
acculturated through knowledge acquisition and identity
development [4]–[6], [8], [9]. SLT is often used to describe
learning in the community or the workplace, but also
provides a framework for analyzing school learning [10].
SLT’s emphasis on centrality aligns with common values in
physics education research: in both perspectives, a key
component of learning is increasingly engaged participation
in learning activities (e.g., starting discussions, conducting
experiments, writing on the board, deciding when a question
has been answered). In physics classrooms as in other
contexts, a participant’s mastery of the situated practices,
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or attention to sociocultural identities, ensures learning as
identity construction is a type of colonization [10], [11].
In this study, we analyze physics learning interactions
from a SLT perspective that includes critical consciousness
[8]–[10], [16], [22], [23]. We characterize interactions
among students in terms of centrality and marginalization,
and attend to the sociocultural identities that may be barriers
to participation.

treated as the norm and therefore ignored. By analyzing the
interactions of white students, we analyze a case of the white
culture that is pervasive in physics.
Overall, the positioning for this group is highly stable:
the same individuals are centered or marginalized to
approximately the same extent in all of the class sessions
observed for the study. In SLT terms, the legitimate
peripheral participants are kept at the periphery, and thus
reified as novices.

III. METHODS
We video recorded 1-2 weeks of introductory physics
classes at three different universities, totaling approximately
10-20 hours of video for each site. The project team and the
study site leader selected the classes to be videotaped by
mutual agreement, with attention to classes that feature (1)
frequent or in-depth interactions among students and
between students and instructors and (2) racial, ethnic, or
gender diversity. From the body of video data for each site,
the project selected sequences of events in which centering
and/or marginalization was visibly sustained or contested.
Evidence of centrality comes from both non-verbal cues –
e.g., multiple people in the video turn toward a speaker – and
discourse analytic markers indicating that an idea or person
is being elevated – e.g., “that’s a great idea” [7], [24]–[26].
Such interactions, when they occur repeatedly, consistently,
or in a sustained manner over time, indicate that someone is
being sustained in a central position. We also selected
episodes in which centrality was contested: when an
otherwise peripheral participant tried to gain the floor [7],
contribute knowledge, or direct the group’s activity. Five to
eight episodes were selected from each university. To inform
and triangulate the analysis of selected classroom video
episodes, the project team typically conducted 2-3
stimulated recall interviews [27]–[29] per site, in which
faculty or students who appear in a classroom video episode
offer their perspective on those specific events.

FIG. 1. Clockwise from bottom left: Andy, Bill, Cindy, and Dan.

A. Episode
In this episode, Andy, Bill, Cindy, and Dan are predicting
how the acceleration of a cart on a ramp will change when
they change the mass of the cart. The cart, ramp, and motion
sensor are set up at their table so that they can run
experiments to test their predictions. Andy asks if the weight
of the cart is 700 g, and Bill says it is 0.8 kg. Bill sets up the
cart, Dan starts the motion detector, and Cindy stops the cart.
Andy states that the acceleration would decrease when the
mass is decreased, according to Newton’s Second Law (in
which he presumes, incorrectly, that the net force is
constant):
Andy: So the mass of the base cart is 700 grams, right?
Bill: Uh, it’s about 0.8 kilograms.
[12 seconds in which Bill arranges the equipment]
Bill: You ready to test our prediction?
Dan: Oh, yeah, sure.
Andy: Wouldn’t the acceleration decrease?
Dan: We don’t have enough significant figures.
Cindy: Yah.
Andy: F=ma… Why would acceleration increase?
Acceleration should decrease. F=ma so assuming that
force is constant...
Amidst some talk about running the experiment, Bill
responds to Andy with, “Oh. Right. No. The acceleration
shouldn’t do anything. Thank you,” seeming to agree with
Andy, while also seeming to state that the acceleration would
stay the same (which is not what Andy said). Andy next says,
“Acceleration is still just due to gravity,” now seeming to
agree with Bill that the acceleration of the cart is independent
of its mass.
Once Dan has finished assisting with the experiment, he
and Cindy do not attend to Andy and Bill’s interchange.

IV. EXAMPLE OF CENTERING AND
MARGINALIZATION
The following episode takes place in an introductory
physics class at a small private university in the western
United States. The class uses evidence-based practices
including tutorials [2] to support small-group collaborative
activities. The project videotaped two weeks in the middle
of the autumn quarter course in mechanics, recording two
out of six groups four times a week, for one to two hours
each class session.
In the following episode, students are working on a
tutorial activity about acceleration in one dimension. The
students, pseudonymed Andy, Bill, Cindy, and Dan, sit
together for each class session (see Fig. 1). Andy, Bill, and
Dan present as white men and Cindy presents as a white
woman. We selected this group particularly because all of
the students in it present as white, which is the dominant
racial culture represented in physics: as such, it tends to be
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Instead, they focus on a graph on the computer screen, which
likely represents the output of the motion sensor. Dan has the
mouse and manipulates the graph, appearing unsatisfied with
the result. Cindy makes a technical suggestion (“Put a
highlighter on it”), and then says “Hello?”, suggesting she
feels Dan is not listening to her. She requests the mouse by
wiggling her fingers. Dan throws up his hands, releasing the
mouse to her, and she uses the mouse to make an adjustment
to the graph (see Fig. 2). As Cindy gains the mouse, Andy
and Bill look down at their papers and write.

Cindy’s “Hello?” shows her own recognition that she is on
the periphery of the action: that others are not listening to
her, and that if she is going to be heard, she needs to take
more action. She does so by requesting the mouse; her move
is treated as unusual (Dan throws up his hands to release the
mouse to her, as if doing so was a major event). None of the
other group members attend to her manipulation of the
graph. In an interview, Andy described Cindy’s low profile
as typical for their group: he says Cindy is “usually a little
more quiet. She and Dan are good friends and she mostly
defers to what he says.”
Overall, two students in this group are centered:
primarily Bill, and secondarily Dan. In this episode, Andy
and Cindy both make bids for centrality: these moves are
seen as non-normative (Andy describes his move as rare, and
Dan throws up his hands), and do not disrupt the overall
structure of the group. Situated learning theory would pose
Bill and Dan as being more expert-like and having a secure
identity as physics learners, as evidenced by their central
positions. Physics education research would see Bill and Dan
as successful learners in that they are actively engaged with
the material: they are “hands-on,” they direct action, they are
visibly engaged in the instructional activities, they share
their ideas, and they pursue answers to physics questions.
Andy and Cindy, meanwhile, would be understood by SLT
to be legitimate peripheral participants in the group: they
engage in simpler, lower-risk tasks, such as asking about the
mass of the cart or making suggestions about the computer
display. Overall, SLT and PER would tend to judge Bill and
Dan as more successful learners than Andy and Cindy, in this
episode.

FIG. 2. Cindy reaches for the mouse.

B. Centering and marginalization
This episode shows several behavioral patterns that we
observe to be typical for this group over the two-week period
of video recording. One student, Bill, is centered: he directs
the group’s action (such as deciding when to run the
experiment) and makes intellectual decisions for the group
(what the mass of the cart is, and whether the acceleration is
independent of mass). In a stimulated recall interview, Andy
affirms Bill’s centering as typical: he says, “Usually I
deferred to his opinions and his reasoning because it was
usually right.” Andy described this episode as unusual in that
Andy made a bid to correct Bill’s reasoning; Andy says he
“phrased it hesitantly because [Bill is] really smart, he’s in
his third year doing a master’s in physics, just retaking this
class because he transferred,” suggesting that Bill has
unusually high expertise for an introductory physics class.
Andy adds that “usually when I ask something like that,
about half the time I’m probably wrong, if I’m trying to
correct him, because he’s really good at physics.” In other
words, Bill is centered partly because other students attribute
academic merit to him. In this episode, Andy makes a bid to
move toward the center (by “trying to correct” Bill), but
perceives this action as unusual (thus he “phrased it
hesitantly”). In the end, Bill’s centralized position is
sustained: Andy’s contribution is absorbed and changed into
a different statement made by Bill.
Dan appears close to the center occupied by Bill in this
episode: he carries out Bill’s suggestion to run the
experiment, and he takes the lead in manipulating the
graphical output of the motion sensor (he initially holds the
mouse). Cindy makes a bid to move toward the center by
making a technical suggestion about how to manipulate the
graph (“Put a highlighter on it”), but her move is ignored.

C. Critical perspective
Missing from the above analysis is the critical
perspective that to move to the center in a group is to
negotiate power, sometimes inequitably. Bill and Dan appear
to be white men, a social identity that is greatly
overrepresented in physics at all levels [20], and display
certain characteristics that U.S. culture typically associates
with white masculine behavior, including control,
independence, and decisiveness [30]. Although Andy also
presents as a white man, he does not exhibit many
characteristics typically associated with white masculine
behavior. Bill’s decisionmaking (about the mass of the cart,
the timing of the experiment, and the group’s prediction) has
the effect of marginalizing Andy: Andy’s “hesitant”
suggestions are not taken up by the team, and are even
rendered less visible by Bill’s discourse (e.g., when Bill
reframes Andy’s prediction as something other than what
Andy said). In other words, the centering of Bill produces
the marginalization of Andy.
Meanwhile, on the other side of the table, Dan and
Cindy’s interaction typifies some patterns of gendered
interaction in physics, including men getting more attention
and more access to equipment [14], [15], [18], [31]–[33]. For
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example, Dan’s possession of the mouse makes the mouse
initially inaccessible to Cindy. When Cindy obtains the
mouse, she does not gain the group’s attention: at that
moment, Andy and Bill look away from the computer
display, down to their individual worksheets. This
marginalization, though contested (e.g., by Cindy obtaining
the mouse), is not significantly disrupted during this
episode.
Overall, Andy and Cindy are not only on the periphery,
but are kept to the periphery with behavioral patterns that
typify racialized and gendered interactions.

participation. We argue, in line with work by Esmonde and
Booker, that research using SLT must attend to the power
structures associated with sociocultural identities in order to
properly characterize students’ learning [10]. The power
structures and discourse norms of the dominant (white
masculine) culture act on students’ social identities like a
kind of gravity, producing centering and marginalization and
thereby distorting opportunities for learning. Future work
will examine these dynamics in greater depth, with other
groups (including mixed-race groups), and with instructor
interactions.

IV. DISCUSSION
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